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Our schools:
Chorlton Park-

A very warm welcome to all of you reading the Spring 2021 edition of our CLIC
Newsletter; I really hope that you enjoy hearing our news and updates. Our termly
CLIC Newsletters share with you: news from the Trust and from each school; our
learning through collaboration (both pupils and staff); an opportunity to ‘meet’ a
member of the team and welcome our new members of staff; a ‘spotlight’ on
some of the amazing achievements and contributions from the previous term; and
our ‘Teacher Reader’ Reading For Pleasure recommendations.

www.chorltonpark.manchester.sch.uk
@ChorltonParkPS

This term has gone really quickly, with so many exciting achievements (including
fantastic curriculum work, collaborative training events and the hugely successful
switch to remote learning) and also some significant hurdles to overcome (not
least the current lockdown and partial school closure). As ever, we celebrate our
successes together and take pride in our separate and collective achievements,
and we overcome the many challenges currently facing schools by working hard in
collaboration – never has our ethos of ‘Together we make the difference’ been
more true.

www.oldmoat.manchester.sch.uk
@OldMoatPS

If you would like any additional information about the CLIC Trust, or any of our
schools, please do not hesitate to get in touch with us; we will
always be happy to talk to you.
Kindest regards

Mrs Jo Ashcroft

The Board of Trustees are recruiting!
The CLIC Board of Trustees are looking to recruit some new Trustees and would love to
hear from parents or members of our school communities who would be interested in
joining our Trust Board. We would love to hear from anyone who feels that they could bring
skills or experience to add to the governance of our Trust. The Trustees oversee the quality
of education and leadership, strategy, finance, HR, legal and marketing/communications,
therefore any specialism in any of these areas would be very welcome.
If you would like to find out more about the role of a Trustee, please contact Clair Travis for
more information at: hello@clicmanchester.com

Dane Bank
www.danebank.tameside.sch.uk
@DaneBankPS

Old Moat

Rolls Crescent
www.rolls-crescent.manchester.sch.uk
@Rolls-Crescent

Follow us on Twitter
@clictrust
#togetherwemakethedifference

We’d love to hear from you!
Should you have any queries or require any
further information on the work we are doing,
or have any ideas you would like to share with
us, please contact us—we’d love to hear from
you!

Email:
Website:

hello@clicmanchester.com

Tel:

0161 938 1751

www.clic-trust.co.uk

Where we are:
Changing Lives in Collaboration Trust (CLIC)
CLIC Office
Chorlton Park Primary School
Mauldeth Road West, Chorlton
Manchester M21 7HH

Editor: Clair Travis, Executive Assistant

#togetherwemakethedifference
The core ethos of the CLIC Trust is ‘Changing Lives In Collaboration’ and that ‘together we make the difference’. Within
each newsletter, we will share with you the collaboration that has taken place during the previous term, for pupils, staff, parents and
communities. There is a great deal to share with you this term, which is fantastic in light of the challenges posed by Covid 19.
During the Covid 19 pandemic, as a result of the lockdown measures, we have not had opportunities for the pupils to meet each
other in person to work together. However, it has been wonderful to have pupils working on a common goal with each other during
the last term – what they think is important for the future development of our Trust and what they think is important for our Trust
Strategy. It was really heart-warming to hear the children’s ideas about the development of our Trust and their desire for further
collaboration. One child at Old Moat described our Trust as: ‘a community of schools, and that it is useful for sharing ideas and
helping each other.’ A child at Chorlton Park suggested that ‘the best bits of each school should be shared so we could learn from
each other; the pupils could vote on the one thing from their school to share with the other schools.’ There was a real passion for the
children at all schools to meet each other and learn more about each other. A number of children at Dane Bank suggested
collaborative activities (sports competitions, maths challenges, joint trips and visits) with one saying: ‘we should do activities
together that are for learning and for fun.’ One child at Rolls Crescent suggested: ‘children could use zoom calls to share their work
when they are working on the same topics.’ It will be fantastic to begin maximising these opportunities for collaboration, for staff,
pupils and governors, post Covid 19.
The CLIC schools have continued to work closely together to navigate the Covid 19 pandemic, really feeling the benefit and security
of being part of a team. Schools have worked together to update our Risk Assessments, have supported each other with our plans
for Remote Education and have worked together to formulate our Covid Catch Up Strategy. The Safeguarding and SEND leads
have also worked together to review all relevant policies in light of the pandemic.
CLIC are working in partnership with the Education Endowment Foundation (the EEF - a well-respected educational research and
evidence organisation) for this year and next. We have already been collaborating on a number of very exciting school improvement
projects. Our Headteachers and Deputy Headteachers have been working with Megan Dixon, an EEF Research School Director,
exploring evidence informed leadership and implementation, with a specific focus upon high impact interventions and approaches
that can support pupils to ‘catch up’ following the Covid school closures. We have already have five half day sessions together, with
the sixth session planned for next month. Our Literacy/English Curriculum Leaders CLIC Learning Circle have also been working
together with Sarah Izon, an EEF Literacy Evidence Leader in Education (ELE) and have spent two days together so far exploring
how to develop children’s reading fluency. As part of this partnership, we are also hosting a series of ‘Research to Teaching’
seminars. In the Autumn term, we welcomed Alex Quigley (a very well-respected author, school leader and National Content Manager for the EEF) to talk to us about improving vocabulary in primary schools, with 144 people attending this session together. 34 of
our Teaching Assistants have attended joint training together, with Mark Avis (Director of Mathematics and Initial Teacher Education at The Aspire Educational Trust/Aspirer Research School) to explore how they can have the highest impact through the support
that they give to our pupils; we look forward to repeating this training in March for more staff members to attend.
Our other CLIC Learning Circles have also been meeting together and working hard on their shared priorities. The PSHE Leaders
have met four times this term, reviewing our curriculum and policy for Relationships, Health and Sex Education and have been
working hard to respond to the feedback received from our parental consultation. Our Curriculum Steering Group have also met
once, to share curriculum plans and approaches, and are now exploring a CLIC Curriculum ‘Pledge’ – the principles that will underpin
the curriculum and teaching at CLIC schools – I look forward to updating you further on this work as the year progresses.
The whole team at CLIC have worked hard during the Autumn Term to create the CLIC Five Year Strategy. This document outlines
our ambitions, objectives and development plans in the areas of Quality of Education, Leadership and Management, Governance,
Growth and Resources/Risk. The Strategy document can be found by clicking here.

to the newest members of Team CLIC!
We would like to welcome our new starters who have recently joined the team.

Chorlton Park
Joseph Brittain
Petina Gateva

Old Moat
Teacher
Lunchtime Organiser

Sade Blackman
Lexi Dale

Dane Bank
Teacher
Teacher

Rebecca Rathbone Teacher
Ed Kelly
Caretaker

Staff Wellbeing Quick Pulse Survey
At CLIC we understand the importance of ensuring that children and staff wellbeing is considered in everything we do.
This year we are particularly concerned about how staff are coping during the Covid 19 pandemic. It is important that
people can speak freely, have their feelings, thoughts and comments considered and appropriate action taken where
necessary to ensure that our schools are continually safe and happy.
Thank you to all of our staff who completed the Quick Pulse Well Being Survey in the Autumn Term. We received 156
responses, (over a 50% response rate) which is the highest level of engagement we have had.
Overall, the survey findings highlighted that the way you work collaboratively and supportively is a strength in all CLIC
schools and how that has positively impacting on your wellbeing during the last 11 months.
I feel my own personal safety has been
considered and I am cared for

I feel happy about arrangements put in
place to promote social distancing

I feel my mental well being in being
considered

I know who to go to if I don’t feel my concerns
are being listened to

I know about and understand the Risk Assessment in
place to protect staff and pupil from Coronavirus

I feel my thoughts and concerns have been
listened to

I feel I have someone in school I could share
my worries with

I feel well supported by my colleagues

There is one pie chart above we intend to address, over the next 12 months; our focus will be on putting measures in
place to improve mental wellbeing. CLIC Trust’s Workforce and People Development Strategy has a strong wellbeing
strand and will share more information about this strand’s Action Plan and objectives.
The comments you made give us some good practical examples of how we can make things better and your
Headteacher(s) will be coming back to you with more detail about how your ideas and concerns have shaped what is
happening in schools.

Chorlton Park News
Manchester’s Vision for Parks
In Year 5 last term we focussed our Geography learning on our theme ‘Ourselves’. This provided
us with the opportunity to study the area we live in. One of the key skills was to carry out field
work. "Fieldwork is most effective when it is deliberately structured to be engaging and
meaningful" Nundy, 1999. Bearing this in mind and due to restrictions around Coronavirus and
using outdoor areas more than ever, we decided to focus on Chorlton Park.
Our starting points were: Is our park fit for purpose? How can we record the information that we
gather and who do we get it from? With this in mind we created questions about the park and
sent home, via google forms, a questionnaire on various social media platforms which was
completed by over 100 people. It also caught the eye of local councillors.

After we carried out our field work and made observations in the park we analysed the data from
the questionnaires and came up with three issues that stood out for improving Chorlton Park.
Through our English work we wrote persuasive letters to Councillor Rahman with the vision to
make a difference to our local park and used evidence from our findings to support our
arguments. To culminate the topic, we arranged a zoom meeting with Cllr Rahman, Kylie Ward
(Strategic Lead for Parks at MCC) and Lisa Harvey-Nebil (Head of Youth Strategy & Engagement)
which provided the children the platform and audience to share their findings. From this meeting
and the work they carried out throughout the topic, the children felt empowered and knew that
their work and efforts all paid off and that they would make a difference.
“Together, we want our parks to be the soul, lungs and heart of Manchester by providing the
conditions for our people, our environment and our city to flourish.”
Manchester’s vision for parks (2017-2027)

This year the theme for Anti-bullying
week was United against Bullying. We
had assemblies and talked in class
about how we should all stand up
against bullying as well as showing respect to one
another. On Friday 20th November, we came to school in
odd socks to show that we stand up together as a school.

Online author visits
As part of our focus on reading for
pleasure, we have had online author
visits for Year 4, 5, 6 and Nursery. In
class, children have been enjoying their
class reads and ‘mystery readers’ and
stories.

In the SPOTLIGHT!
This term’s Spotlight goes to Lauren O’Neill, Year 4
Teacher and one of CP’s PE Leads.
Lauren has recently achieved the Level 5 Certificate in Primary School Physical
Education Specialism. The qualification enables teachers to understand the
requirements of the primary school physical education curriculum, the links
between the principles of pedagogy and child development and how using a range of
activities can impact on ‘good or better’ teaching and learning within primary school
physical education. Lauren will be starting the Level 6 Sports Leader qualification in
February.
Well done and thank you Lauren, we are looking forward to seeing how all of this
impacts on our PE in school.
Lauren O’Neill

Dane Bank News
Christmas 2020
Although this has been a very strange year and some opportunities for
the children have been limited, we were determined that Christmas
would definitely not be cancelled at Dane Bank! It was great to
celebrate the festivities together, albeit in a slightly different way. The
children enjoyed their usual Christmas dinner and parties in their
classrooms – and we even managed to persuade Father Christmas to
make a very special (socially-distanced!) appearance too! So that the
parents didn’t miss out on the fun, we organised a Christmas singalong
video. This was shared on our school website and greatly appreciated
by the school community. If you would like to watch our video, Please
click here.

Year 6 Bikeability
At the start of December, Year 6 took part in the Bikeability
programme. They spent two days developing their cycling
skills and learning about road safety. For some children this
was the first time they had ever cycled on the roads and was a
great chance to gain their confidence in readiness for, perhaps,
cycling to high school. The children had a wonderful time and
the instructors were very impressed with their attitude and
behaviour – in fact, they said that they were the nicest children
they have worked with in a long time! We’re very proud of all of
them.

In the SPOTLIGHT!
This half term’s spotlight goes to our wonderful School
Secretary. Debbie has worked at Dane Bank for around 20
years and in all honesty, we’d be lost without her! We often say, she’s the
glue that holds it all together.
Debbie brings a great deal of warmth, kindness and generosity to school every day and
is incredibly welcoming to everybody who visits. Many people have commented on how
friendly Debbie is and what a nice atmosphere there is when they arrive at school.
Debbie always goes the extra mile and does way above and beyond what she has to do
and she always makes an effort to make school a nice place to be.
We are quite sure that we speak on behalf of the staff team; the parents and the children when we say an enormous
“thank you” to Debbie for all that she does – what a star!

Old Moat News
Live Lessons
Although we would all rather see the smiling faces of our wonderful children in school,
the response from our families to online learning has been absolutely amazing! All
children are getting two live lessons each day in addition to other work set by the
teachers.
Technology at home can be a real struggle and we have given out around 70 devices to
support our children’s online learning.
The system we have adopted is Microsoft Teams, which enables children to interact
directly with their teachers and peers. Teachers can also create bespoke learning
activities, which can be marked and assessed online.
The support and response from the whole school community has been phenomenal.
Teachers have put in a lot of time to ensure they can create lessons to inspire and
engage our learners remotely. Our parents and carers, who are juggling family and
work commitments, have been incredibly supportive. Mr Keeley has become our
online expert and has held many metaphorical hands in a socially distant way to make
sure all staff have been guided and helped throughout the process! Undoubtedly, the
stars of the show have been the children, who have embraced everything that has
been thrown at them. We can’t wait to see them back at Old Moat again.

Going for Green
Mrs Hinds and the Green Heroes have been working hard to ensure that Old Moat retains its coveted Green Flag
silver award, even under Lockdown.
They have been focussing on : aquatic life; litter, waste, the grounds, (which look fantastic, thanks to the Green
Heroes’ work); biodiversity, which is flourishing in our lovely grounds ;and energy-saving. Our pupils talk
knowledgeably about the creatures living in our ponds and the trees that have been planted. We are looking
forward to seeing the new bird feeders Year 4 are working on and the different species that they encourage.

In the SPOTLIGHT!
This month, Hannah Crosby, one of our Year 5 teachers deserves the
Spotlight. Old Moat is not the first CLIC school Miss Crosby
has worked at: she started her teaching career at Rolls Crescent, where she was
kept on as an additional teacher after her final student placement.
She then joined the Old Moat team in September 2018. Miss Crosby says she loves the
friendly and supportive atmosphere here and feels that the school’s response to the
pandemic has been overwhelmingly positive.
Miss Crosby is on our art curriculum team and, together with Mr McCormick, runs a very
popular Creative Club (when COVID isn’t interfering). During the current Lockdown, Miss
Crosby has been at the forefront of Old Moat’s digital offer. She feels that Old Moat has
adapted well to online learning and she loves being able to interact with the children and see
their faces during lessons. She feels that the online lessons are much more like the teaching
we offer in school than the learning offered during the first Lockdown. Miss Crosby says,
“Our job is to educate and safeguard but I like to go the extra mile and make the children
smile.” She adds that she will have to get to the shops before the children come back to
school so that she can give out all the prizes she has offered for engagement in online school!

Hannah Crosby

Rolls Crescent News
In Nursery, our big question was “How can we go
places?” and we had been learning everything
about different types of transport. Our book
“We all go travelling by” really helped us to learn the
names of the different vehicles as well as the different sounds
they make.
We made a big aeroplane in the middle of our classroom, we
pretended to fly to different places every day and we made lots of different vehicles
in the creative area.

Our classroom turned into a space station, our big aeroplane into a space rocket, our sand tray got full of moon
sand and our classroom was full of aliens! We made lots of rockets, designing the different parts and using the
rulers for our measurements until A GIANT ROCKET landed on our playground! We loved looking for rocket parts
and collecting moon rocks from the playground!

In the SPOTLIGHT!
Rolls Crescent would like to shine the Spotlight on School
Business Manager Kay Roche.
Kay first joined Rolls Crescent in January 2001 when she worked in the school
covering a maternity leave on a part time basis and it wasn’t long before she felt very much at
home. Kay told us ‘I feel very lucky as I thoroughly enjoy my job. I have been on a journey
with Rolls Crescent as I have witnessed its growth from a small one form entry school in a
1960s style building to a large 2 form entry school currently providing on-line learning! I
cannot wait for all the children to return to their classrooms as school is far too quiet without
them.’
When Kay isn’t working she enjoys being out and about with her dog Bertie and spending time
with her family and friends. She also loves visiting new places and enjoys travelling.

Kay Roche

The Headteachers say Kay is a much appreciated and dependable member of the Rolls Crescent team, always willing to help and
participate in all areas of school life. Her knowledge and patience to get the job done is greatly valued by us and the whole team.

Teachers read too! Meet our Teacher Readers...
Toni Elkington, Year 6 Teacher and Literacy Lead at Rolls Crescent reviews the book: Eric.
“Shaun Tan is one of my favourite children’s book authors. He has written amazing books
such as -The Red Tree and The Arrival. Born in 1974, he is an Australian artist, writer, and
filmmaker. He won an Academy Award for The Lost Thing, a 2011 animated film adaptation
of a 2000 picture book he wrote and illustrated.
In this book, Eric is a foreign exchange student who comes to live with a typical suburban
family. He doesn't look quite like them though! Although everyone is delighted with the arrangement, cultural misunderstandings happen, beginning with Eric's insistence on sleeping
in a pantry cupboard rather than a specially prepared guest room. The family doesn't feel like
they have connected with the little chap at all but, well, you will have to read it to find out
more! Suffice to say, little and big kids will love this story equally! “

Miss Seddon from Chorlton Park found ‘Space Tortoise’ on a course that she went
on and as soon as she read the blurb she knew she was going to love it. “In the
story the tortoise faced so many problems but he never gave up - he was resilient,
which is one of our school values. In the end the he made a very unexpected friend
who helped the tortoise to find what he was looking for. The illustrations are
fantastic and when I read this to my class they also really wanted to help the
tortoise out. It’s a great story for younger children. “

Meet the
CLIC Team….
Josh Quilliam, IT Lead
My name is Joshua Quilliam and I am the IT Lead for the Trust.
My job is to support the school IT Leads and teachers with the IT/
computing curriculum and delivery of computing across the
Trust. I also work closely with technical staff and companies, to
maintain and implement technology.

In my spare time I enjoy gaming with my two sons, and last year I
completed a 24 hour gaming marathon for McMillan Cancer
Support. I am also very outdoorsy spend most of my time walking
in the woods with my wife and two boys and also like going on
holiday as much as possible!
This year I competed in the inaugural Binball cup which I won against some fierce competition. Anyone that
knows me, will say I’m a bit bonkers , got good banter and love being the centre of attention!

